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ABSTRACT
While groundwater is an important primary and supplementary source of water in the west-
ern United States, its overuse can lead to negative consequences such as stream depletion,
seawater intrusion, or land subsidence. An increasing number of groundwater management
districts are restricting individual pumping in an effort to limit, or even reverse, such conse-
quences.
The nature of groundwater availability lends itself to more flexible allocation schemes,
which I call “hard caps” and “soft caps.” While a hard cap sets a groundwater user’s
maximum pumping in a single year, a soft cap allows a groundwater user to meet a multi-
year average so that the user may pump more in some years and less in others. While there
are many examples of hard and soft caps for groundwater in practice, no study to date has
compared the resulting hydrologic and economic outcomes of each scheme.
Using coupled agronomic, economic, and hydrologic models, I examine the performance
of hard and soft caps for groundwater-fed irrigation. Irrigated agriculture uses the majority
of groundwater in the United States and therefore the sector represents a significant stake-
holder in the development of allocation schemes. I model the profit-maximizing decisions
for an agricultural producer growing irrigated corn in western Nebraska. I illustrate the
hydrologic and economic outcomes in the case of groundwater-induced stream depletion,
which is a spatially and temporally heterogeneous consequence, or externality, of groundwa-
ter pumping. To do so, I combine datasets on regional climate, soils, economic parameters,
and aquifer properties and use them as inputs to an instraseasonal crop-water model, an
economic optimization, and a stream depletion model.
I show that at moderate allocation levels, the soft cap results in higher expected profits and
lower variance of profits. However, it can come at a cost: In exceptionally dry years, the soft
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cap can result in acute groundwater pumping, and therefore, stream depletion. The severity
of this result depends on the hydrologic properties of the aquifer and well location. At
non-binding or very binding allocation levels, the performances of the caps are similar. The
implications for developing appropriately flexible allocations will depend on the combined
needs for groundwater management and well-specific properties, meaning that a blended
approach to caps in some instances may be desirable.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
During the period 2012 to 2017, it was groundwater that by many measures helped water
users in the State of California weather one of the worst droughts in recent history [1],
[2]. When surface water resources in streams, rivers, and reservoirs dwindled, water users
in large part were able to substitute groundwater and continue operations. However, the
overuse of groundwater can result in several consequences, or externalities, as it did in
California, including chronic groundwater depletion, depletion of hydrologically connected
surface waters, seawater intrusion, well interference, and land subsidence [3]. To curb such
externalities, the State of California enacted comprehensive groundwater management policy,
called the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, in 2014.
While California was the last in the western United States to enact such a statewide
policy [3], groundwater management remains a challenge across the country and in other
arid regions worldwide. Groundwater supports human and environmental needs for water,
including agricultural, municipal, industrial, and habitat functions. It can be a primary
or supplementary water supply and can serve to buffer against variability of surface water
resources in years of drought or scarcity. Increasing numbers of groundwater management
agencies are not only monitoring groundwater levels, but restricting users’ pumping.
Restrictions on groundwater use can differ substantially from those on surface water
use, reflecting fundamental differences between their interannual availability and reliabil-
ity. Whereas surface water supplies can be highly variable year to year and there exists a
natural maximum that can be diverted in any single year, groundwater supplies are gener-
ally more stable and can be used similarly to a bank, where the users can save (recharge)
excess supplies in good (wet) years and draw (pump) additional resources in tough (dry)
years. In general, surface water allocations or rights in the western United States and other
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water-scarce regions are set with annual or seasonal maximum withdrawals. For example,
a surface water user could have a maximum allotment of 100 acre-feet (AF) that may be
diverted between March 1st and October 1st each year. Groundwater allocations, on the
other hand, can generally be set with more flexibility, such as a multi-year pumping limit or
average.
The question of setting appropriately flexible groundwater allocations is a difficult one
that strikes a fundamental tradeoff: providing more interannual flexibility could allow a user
to pump more groundwater in drought years, thereby improving yields and farm revenues,
but could also result in acute groundwater depletion or other pumping-induced externalities.
Should a pumping allocation be set not to exceed a single-year maximum or a multi-year
average? A single-year groundwater allocation of 100 AF appears equivalent to a five-year
allocation of 500 AF, but the economic and hydrologic outcomes could differ substantially.
For example, a groundwater user might find much more value in the ability to pump 150 AF
in a drought year and only 50 AF in a wet year; this results from the fact that the value of
an additional unit of groundwater varies due to weather conditions.
My thesis examines the tradeoffs of what I call “hard caps” and “soft caps”, or single-
year allocations and multi-year allocations, respectively. Groundwater allocations have been
developed with different levels of such flexibility across the western United States: the ad-
judicated Chino, Mojave, Seaside, and Tehachapi Basins in California have hard caps [4];
the Lower Elkhorn Natural Resources District (NRD) has a hard cap in subareas [5]; the
Edwards Aquifer Authority in Texas has a hard cap [6]; statewide, most of New Mexico
[7], Oregon, and Texas have hard caps; the State of Kansas mostly had hard caps until it
recently allowed groundwater users to apply for five-year ‘Multi-Year Flex Accounts’ [8]; the
Sheridan 6 Local Enhanced Management Area in Northwest Kansas Groundwater Manage-
ment District 4 (GMD4) has a five-year allocation, and the State of Kansas is considering a
proposal for GMD4 to have a district-wide five-year allocation [9],[10],[11]; several districts
in Nebraska, including the Upper Republican, Middle Republican, Lower Republican, North
Platte, South Platte, and Upper Niobrara-White Natural Resources Districts, among oth-
ers, have multi-year allocations [5]. Note that several of the aforementioned groundwater
management authorities, irrespective of the type of cap enforced, have carryover provisions,
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or the ability to roll over unused allocation in the current allocation period to the following
allocation period, a form of interannual flexibility that is not studied here.
While there are myriad examples of each type of cap, no study to date has explicitly
compared the economic and hydrologic outcomes resulting from allocation schemes with
more or less flexibility. I study the tradeoffs between hard and soft caps for the case of
using groundwater for irrigated agriculture, which is the largest use for groundwater in
the nation [12]. I further examine the case of a hydrologically connected surface water
source to present unique spatial and temporal externalities of groundwater pumping. First,
I develop a generalized framework linking agronomic, economic, and hydrologic models. The
agronomic model, AquaCrop, derives intraseasonal crop-water production functions; then,
the economic optimization model selects the profit-maximizing irrigation strategies; finally,
the Glover-Balmer model shows the effects of pumping decisions on stream depletion [13].
Using western Nebraska as a case study, I compare the outcomes of the hard and soft caps.
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CHAPTER 2
MODEL
In order to compare the response of the hard and soft cap schemes on producer decision-
making and welfare, as well as the hydrologic response of groundwater-induced stream deple-
tion, I combine an agronomic crop-water model with economic and stream depletion models.
The agronomic model, constrained by the type of cap, will give the resulting distributions
of annual yields and applied irrigation; the economic model will find the profit-maximizing
decisions under a given volumetric allocation; and the hydrologic model will simulate the
stream response for specified aquifer and well parameters.
2.1 Agronomic Model
To simulate the relationship between crop growth and irrigation, I use AquaCrop-OS, an
open-source version of AquaCrop [14], [15]. AquaCrop is a crop-water model developed by
the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations [16], [17], [18]. It simulates
crop growth on a daily time step and can be used to derive intraseasonal production func-
tions. It has been used simulate the effects of water stress on corn yields in a number of
locations [19], including across the U.S. High Plains [20], [21].
For the purposes of the thesis, I simulate corn growth on a single field over a 35-year
period of record in Nebraska, which is explained in more detail in the section “Empirical
Application.” In AquaCrop, the user specifies field-level properties and initial conditions,
represented by γ, including crop planted, soil type, annual initial water content, and maxi-
mum well yield (see Section 3.1 for the description of the study area). The user also inputs
a file with daily climate data, represented by λt, including minimum and maximum temper-
atures, precipitation, and reference evapotranspiration. The model runs on a per-hectare
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basis and outputs annual irrigated depth (millimeters, mm) and annual yields per hectare
(tonnes/hectare, mt/ha). The code has been modified to write the day that the crop growth
stage changes each year, which will be used for calculating the effects of cyclic pumping on
stream depletion (see “Stream Depletion Model”).
AquaCrop-OS has a batch script to run multiple irrigation strategies, including the soil
moisture targets (SMTs) and, for the hard cap, maximum annual irrigation depths.
2.1.1 Crop Growth Stages and Soil Moisture Targets
There are four stages of crop growth in AquaCrop, each of which can be assigned a different
soil moisture target (SMT), expressed as a percentage of the total available water in the
crop’s root zone. AquaCrop models the actual available water in the root zone; when it falls
below the specified SMT of that particular crop growth stage, it triggers an irrigation event.
For example, if the SMT is set at 70 percent in the first two stages of crop growth and 40
percent in the last two stages of crop growth, AquaCrop will track the daily soil moisture
and trigger an irrigation event at any point that the soil moisture falls below 70 percent in
the first two stages and below 40 percent in the last two stages of crop growth. The SMT
strategy, M = [M1,M2,M3,M4], would be comprised of the targets in the four crop growth
stages; in this example, M = [70, 70, 40, 40]. The irrigation event does not necessarily take
the soil moisture to the theoretical maximum amount; instead, the amount of irrigation
water applied, expressed as a depth, is:
max
 θh · zy (2.1)
where θh is the soil water holding capacity, which is equal to the field capacity θfc minus
the wilting point θwp, z the depth of the root zone, and y the daily maximum well yield,
expressed as a depth. The maximum well yield is the highest volume of groundwater per
unit time that the pump and well can deliver to the field. The well yield, expressed as a
volume per unit time, is scaled by the irrigated area and a 24-hour period to obtain the
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maximum depth of irrigation in a day, which is the time step that AquaCrop runs. While
the profit-maximizing irrigated area is not found until the economic model is run, I use the
maximum irrigated area of a field, assumed to be 65 ha or about a quarter-section, to find
the maximum well yield as a depth.
I simulate the growth of irrigated corn under the irrigation strategies as follows: I specify
the SMTs of the first two crop growth stages M1 and M2 to be equal, which is a reasonable
assumption, follows prior methodology, and reduces computational time [22], [23]. From
unconstrained runs of the agronomic and economic model, the profit-maximizing irrigation
strategy is such that M1 and M2 never exceed 80 percent, M3 never exceeds 50 percent, and
M4 is inconsequential to yield productivity. This is because the crop is in its senescence
stage, in which the crop is almost fully developed. As a result, the batch simulation varies
M1 and M2 between zero and 80 percent in increments of five percent, varies M3 between
zero and 50 percent in increments of five percent, and sets M4 equal to zero. This gives
187 combinations of soil moisture, or irrigation, strategies to simulate over. For each year,
the resulting yields and irrigated depths are interpolated to a resolution of one percent for
finer relationships to M1, M2 and M3 on yield and irrigation. To do so, I use MATLAB’s
‘fit’ function with the linear interpolation option and evaluate it at SMT increments of one
percent using MATLAB’s ‘feval’ function. The resulting production functions, expressed in
Equations 2.2 and 2.3, are the basis for the economic model.
2.1.2 Allocations
A producer’s irrigation choice is two-part: optimizing the irrigated area, expressed in hectares,
and irrigated depth, expressed in millimeters. In economics, these choices are referred to
as the extensive and intensive margins, respectively. Economic theory suggests that under
stricter water use allocations, a producer will first reduce water use on the intensive margin
to maximize profits and eventually switch to extensive margin adjustments [24]. An allo-
cation is typically volumetric, even if often expressed as an irrigation depth. For example,
the Upper Republican Natural Resources District in western Nebraska, where the empirical
application takes place, has an annualized allocation of 330.2 mm (13 inches) per unit irri-
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gated area [25], which could also be expressed as 330.2 ha-mm/ha (13 acre-inches, ac-in, per
acre). For a quarter-section of certified irrigated land, which is approximately 65 hectares
(160 acres, ac), the annualized volumetric allocation would then be 21,463 ha-mm (2,080
ac-in).
The soft cap does not constrain pumping in any single year. As a result, AquaCrop does
not need to limit the maximum irrigated depth in each year, a task for simulating the hard
cap. Instead, the soft cap code triggers an irrigation event every time the soil moisture falls
below the user-specified target. Each SMT strategy therefore has a distribution of annual
yields and irrigated depths constrained only by the SMT strategy itself. The pumping
constraint is imposed in the economic optimization, in which the SMT strategy along with
the irrigated area are chosen to maximize profits subject to the volumetric allocation (see
Equation 2.4). Under the soft cap, each SMT strategy has an implicit expected irrigated
depth, which is simply the average pumping depth, but there is no imposed annual limit. To
simulate the soft cap, AquaCrop runs over the 35-year period of record over all combinations
of the SMT strategies, giving the annual yields and irrigated depths per unit area for each
growing season.
The hard cap requires that for a given irrigated area a maximum irrigated depth never be
exceeded in any single year. The hard cap is therefore simulated by constraining the annual
irrigated depth alongside the SMT strategies. AquaCrop has been modified to accept a
maximum annual irrigated depth and to internally track irrigation events each year. When
the applied irrigation meets the maximum irrigated depth, AquaCrop prohibits further ir-
rigation events, regardless of the SMT strategy, and continues to simulate crop growth for
the remainder of the year. The model will therefore meet the maximum irrigated depth
earlier in the growing season for simulations with higher SMT strategies. To evaluate the
profitability of various intensive margin decisions, the maximum annual irrigated depth, d,
is simulated at values spanning 12.7 to 800.1 mm (0.5 to 20 inches) in 12.7-mm (0.5-inch)
increments. The hard cap is simulated for all combinations of SMT strategies and irrigation
depths as described.
The approach here differs from prior methodology, in which the irrigated depth was not
constrained intraseasonally. Instead, unconstrained (soft cap) SMT strategies were elimi-
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nated if, when the irrigated depth was scaled by the irrigated area, the volumetric pumping
exceeded the hard cap in any single year [22]. Such a strategy could discard otherwise eco-
nomically optimal SMT strategies and over-estimate the economic burden of hard caps. If
the only SMT strategies allowed are ones that never exceed the hard cap in a single year,
the resulting yields and profits will be considerably lower. Instead, it is conceivable that a
producer could meet the hard cap, stop irrigating, and while experiencing some crop stress,
otherwise still achieve reasonable crop yields in that particular year as well as over the pe-
riod of record. The methodology here better reflects real-world irrigation management under
hard caps.
The outputs of AquaCrop for the soft cap include annual yields and irrigated depths
over the period of record for every combination of SMT strategies simulated. For the hard
cap, the outputs are given for every combination of SMT strategies and maximum annual
irrigated depths specified. The outputs are therefore given by:Y
I
s (M,γ, λt)
qs(M,γ, λt) for the soft cap
(2.2)
Y
I
h (M,d, γ, λt)
qh(M,d, γ, λt) for the hard cap
(2.3)
where Y Is is the irrigated yields per unit area under the soft cap in year t and qs is the irrigated
depths per unit area under the soft cap in year t. Y Is is a function of the soil moisture target
strategy M , field-specific properties, γ, and climate λt in year t. Y
I
h is the irrigated yields
per unit area under the hard cap in year t and qh is the irrigated depths per unit area under
the hard cap in year t. Y Ih under the hard cap is a function of the same properties, plus
the maximum annual irrigated depths, d. Note that the irrigated depths qs and qh and
yields Y Is and Y
I
h are functions of the SMT strategy M , a parameter I assume is fixed across
years. In essence, while the producer is allowed to choose a profit-maximizing SMT strategy,
the strategy cannot change interseasonally. The assumption prohibits foresight of upcoming
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weather conditions. However, it is reasonable for a producer to maintain the same strategy
across years, meaning that irrigation is triggered more in dry years and less in wet years. On
the other hand, it is difficult to justify a scenario in which a producer knows perfectly the
upcoming weather conditions from the date of planting and can adjust to the appropriate
profit-maximizing SMT strategy. Instead, maintaining the same SMT strategy across years
is both more realistic and consistent with other studies in the literature [20], [22], [23], [21].
Note that the production functions in Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are atypical for agronomic,
engineering, and economics studies. Production functions are usually expressed as yields
per unit area as a function of seasonal irrigated depth, but such functions do not capture
how intraseasonal irrigation decisions can affect the yield response. Here, the production
functions, expressed as yields and irrigated depths per unit area, are functions of the intrasea-
sonal irrigation strategy. Such intraseasonal relationships are more realistic and can better
capture differences in irrigation management. For example, it is possible for two producers
with different intraseasonal strategies to end up with the same total seasonal irrigation but
different yields. While the typical production functions would not capture this result, ones
that depend on the intraseasonal irrigation strategy can.
2.2 Economic Model
Using the production functions simulated for the hard and soft caps as described above,
I use an economic model to find the profit-maximizing irrigation strategies, allowing the
producer to pick the optimal SMTs and irrigated area, over the period of record for each
volumetric allocation analyzed. From the optimal irrigation strategies, I can compare the
hard cap and soft cap allocation schemes using several resulting economic and hydrologic
performance metrics: intraseasonal groundwater use, irrigated acreage, expected profits and
yields, variance of profits and yields, expected groundwater use and variance, and the stream
depletion response.
Because the AquaCrop outputs are on a per-hectare basis, the economic model will be
used to find the profit-maximizing choices at the scale of the production unit, AU , which in
this case is assumed to be 65 ha. The economic model will evaluate the profitability of every
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combination of irrigation strategy and irrigated area subject to the volumetric allocation,
Q. The economic models for the hard and soft caps are largely similar, but have enough
differences in their features and constraints that it is more straightforward to present them
separately.
2.2.1 Soft Cap
For the soft cap, the profit-maximizing choice is evaluated among the set of choices of
irrigated area, AI , and the soil moisture target strategy, M . I assume that per-unit prices,
costs, and dryland yields are constants. I further assume AU = AI + AD, where AD is the
area under dryland production. The optimization is constrained such that the volumetric
groundwater pumping over the period of record is less than or equal to the volumetric
allocation times the number of years. This gives:
(2.4)
max
AI , M
E[pi] =
1
T
T∑
t
(
AI · (P I · Y Is (M,λt, γ)− Cw · qs(M,λt, γ)− CIf )
− (AU − AI) · (PD · Y D − CDf )
)
subject to: AI
T∑
t
qs(t) ≤ Q · T (2.5)
where E[pi] is the expected profits, P I is the price per unit yield of the irrigated commodity,
and Y Is is the irrigated yields per unit area in year t, a function of the SMT strategy M ,
climate λt, and field-level characteristics γ. Cw is the per-unit cost of volumetric groundwater
extraction, qs is the annual irrigated depth in year t, C
I
f is the fixed costs per unit area of the
irrigated commodity, AD is the dryland area, PD is the price per unit yield of the dryland
commodity, Y D is the dryland yields per unit area in year t, CDf is the fixed costs per unit
area of the dryland commodity, Q is the volumetric allocation, and T is the number of years
in the period of record.
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2.2.2 Hard Cap
The profit-maximizing choice for the hard cap is evaluated among the set of choices of
irrigated area, AI , the maximum annual irrigated depths that represent the intensive margin
choice, d, and the soil moisture target strategy, M . The hard cap optimization is constrained
such that the volumetric pumping in every year over the period of record is less than or equal
to the volumetric allocation. This gives:
(2.6)
max
AI , M, d
E[pi] =
1
T
T∑
t
(
AI · (P I · Y Ih (M,d, λt, γ)− Cw · qh(M,d, λt, γ)− CIf )
− (AU − AI) · (PD · Y D − CDf )
)
subject to: AI · qh(t) ≤ Q ∀ t (2.7)
2.2.3 Optimization
To find the profit-maximizing choices for the hard and soft caps, MATLAB evaluates the
profits of every year under every SMT strategy, irrigated area, and, for the hard cap, irrigated
depth. It then, subject to the cap constraint, returns the values of the decision variables
that maximize the expected profits.
2.3 Stream Depletion Model
I use the Glover-Balmer analytical model to calculate stream depletion by cyclic ground-
water pumping of an unconfined aquifer [13]. Glover-Balmer has a number of assumptions,
including that the aquifer is homogeneous, or has uniform hydraulic conductivity, isotropic,
or has the same properties in all directions, and confined, or is a pressurized aquifer ly-
ing between two confining geologic layers such as clay or impermeable rock [13]. It further
assumes that the river is a straight line boundary with a constant river level [13]. These
assumptions essentially allow for lateral movement only, simplifying the mathematics. By
contrast, an unconfined aquifer’s properties, such as the saturated thickness, change during
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groundwater pumping, and is characterized by both lateral and vertical flows [26]. However,
if an unconfined aquifer is thick enough, the variations in aquifer properties can be ignored
and the Glover-Balmer solution is a close enough approximation. The Glover-Balmer solu-
tion has been used for many studies of unconfined aquifers, including in the study area [24],
[26], [27], [28].
While the Glover-Balmer model assumes constant pumping, the method of superposition
can be used for either multiple wells or cyclic pumping. The Glover-Balmer model calculates
the instantaneous rate of flow from the stream into the aquifer induced by groundwater
pumping, called stream depletion. For a single well with cyclic pumping, stream depletion
QS is calculated as follows:
QS =
∑
n
qn
{
erfc
(√
r2 · Sy
4 · tn · Ta
)
− erfc
(√
r2 · Sy
4 · t′n · Ta
)}
(2.8)
where n is the pumping period index, qn is the pumping rate of the well in period n, r is
the shortest distance of the well from the stream, Sy is the specific yield of the unconfined
aquifer, Ta is the transmissivity of the aquifer, which is equal to its hydraulic conductivity
K times its saturated thickness b, tn is the time elapsed since pumping qn began, and t
′
n is
the time elapsed since pumping qn ended.
Among the outputs of AquaCrop are the first and last dates of each crop growth stage,
which give the days since the start and end of each pumping cycle. I assume a constant
pumping rate in each crop growth stage, which I weight by the duration of the crop growth
stage in each year and by the level of the SMT in each stage:
qit = qt ·
M it · τ it∑4
j=1M
j
t · τ jt
(2.9)
where qit is the constant pumping rate in crop growth stage i in year t, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, M it
is the soil moisture target of crop growth stage i in year t, τ it is the number of days of crop
growth stage i in year t,
∑4
j=1M
j
t ·τ jt is the sum of the weights in year t. The daily pumping
rate qn in any crop growth stage i in year t is:
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qn(i, t) =
qit
τ it
(2.10)
which can be used in the Glover-Balmer model to give daily stream depletion rates.
2.4 Summary of Model Framework
Crop growth is simulated using AquaCrop-OS under hard and soft caps under various irriga-
tion strategies, giving per-unit-area yields and irrigated depths associated with each run. The
raw outputs are fitted and interpolated at finer resolutions to develop production functions
that depend on intraseasonal irrigation strategies. For the soft cap, the irrigation strategy
is simply the choice of SMT strategy, whereas for the hard cap, the irrigation strategy is the
combined SMT strategy and the irrigated depth, or intensive margin choice.
The production functions are then used in an economic model, where for each cap the
profit-maximizing decisions with respect to irrigated area and irrigation strategy are chosen
for each volumetric allocation imposed. The profit-maximizing choices are then used in the
stream depletion model, in which the pumping rate in each crop growth stage is assumed
constant and weighted by the growth stage duration and its level of SMT. Stream depletion
is calculated at a daily time step using the Glover-Balmer model.
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CHAPTER 3
EMPIRICAL APPLICATION
The Republican River, a tributary to the Kansas River, flows west to east, starting from its
headwaters in northeastern Colorado, flowing through northwestern Kansas and southern
Nebraska, and crossing back into central Kansas (see Figure 1). It is subject to an interstate
compact, or agreement, that the States of Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska entered into in
1942 [29]. The Republican River Compact separated the beneficial consumptive use of the
river as follows: 66.7 million cubic meters, m3, (54,100 AF) to Colorado, 234.7 million m3
(190,300 AF) to Kansas, and 289.3 million m3 (234,500 AF) to Nebraska, or approximately
11.3 percent, 39.7 percent, and 49.0 percent, respectively [29]. While the Compact originally
only governed surface water diversions, a settlement approved in 2002 acknowledged the role
that hydrologically connected groundwater withdrawals from the High Plains Aquifer (see
Figure 1) played in the depletion of the Republican River and its tributaries [30]; as a result,
the States began incorporating groundwater pumping into the models and administration of
the Compact [31].
The Upper Republican Natural Resources District (NRD), a groundwater management
agency in the Republican River Basin in Nebraska, is a special case. The Upper Republican
NRD is home to the highest density and longest history of well metering in the country. It
has restricted pumping and required annual meter readings since 1979, long before the 2002
settlement, in response to declining water table levels and well yields within the district
[32]. Today, each of its 3,354 irrigation wells has a volumetric allocation of 668.1 ha-mm
per certified irrigated hectare (65 acre-inches per acre) over five years [25]. The Upper
Republican NRD also has nuanced provisions that allow for “carry forward” and “borrowing”
across allocation periods, which allow excess allocation in the current five-year period to be
rolled over into the subsequent period or overages in the current period to be deducted from
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the subsequent period, respectively. Note that the Upper Republican NRD’s rules pertaining
to carry forward and borrowing are not necessarily done with one-to-one accounting. For
example, for every acre-inch in overages, 2 acre-inches are deducted or borrowed from the
subsequent allocation period [33]. The model presented here does not consider carry forward
or borrowing provisions as they would require additional modeling around behavior and risk
aversion. However, the spirit of carry forward and borrowing is similar to that of the soft
cap, which is to provide some interannual flexibility.
The Republican River Basin, and the Upper Republican NRD in particular, are well-
studied in the field of hydrology [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], including the calibration of
AquaCrop to the area [23]. The wealth of data and the long history of monitoring, modeling,
and management make the region ripe for a number of research questions on groundwater-
surface water interactions and their conjunctive management. Because of its unique position
with respect to data, the readiness of AquaCrop, and its relevance to the questions posed in
this research, I use the Upper Republican NRD as a case study.
3.1 Data Description
While there are over 3,300 wells used for irrigated agriculture in the Upper Republican NRD,
the analysis examines the effects of the hard and soft cap policies for a single well. This is
for two primary purposes: (1) to study the relation of field-specific properties to the effects
of the caps and (2) to limit the computational time of running AquaCrop for thousands of
wells. I use primary and derived hydrologic, agronomic, and economic data. Using both
AquaCrop and the economic model, I am able to obtain the profit-maximizing choices of soil
moisture targets and irrigated area, giving the distribution of profits, yields, and irrigated
depths and volumes. The results depend on input data, such as weather, soil type, and
economic parameters. Then, using the Glover-Balmer method, I am able to calculate daily
rates of stream depletion for cyclic pumping over the 35-year period analyzed. The results
also depend on input data, including the transmissivity of the aquifer and the distance of
the well from the stream.
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3.1.1 Data for the Agronomic Model
AquaCrop-OS, the agronomic model that runs the batch scripts for the hard and soft cap
policies, takes inputs such as daily weather data, soil type, initial water content of the soil,
and the maximum daily well yield. I use a 35-year daily dataset spanning 1982 through 2016
from a weather station in Champion, Nebraska [39]. I set the initial parameters, γ in the
model as follows: the crop planted is corn, the soil type is loamy, which is typical in the study
area [40], the annual planting date is set to May 1st, the annual initial water content is 80
percent of the soil water holding capacity θh, and the maximum daily irrigation application
is 15 mm (0.6 inches), which represents a high-capacity well of 6.8 m3 per minute (1,788
gallons per minute) and is realistic for the study area [23].
γ :

Crop: Irrigated corn
Soil: Loamy
Planting date: May 1
Initial water content: 80 percent
Maximum well yield: 15 mm/day
(3.1)
While there are other field-specific properties that can be modified in AquaCrop, those
explicitly represented by γ above are the primary properties of interest.
The derived data from AquaCrop include the dates of the crop growth stages and harvest,
the total seasonal yields per unit area, and the irrigated depths per unit area. Yield and
irrigation data are interpolated from five percent to one percent increments of soil moisture
targets, the results of which are used in the economic model.
3.1.2 Data for the Economic Model
In addition to the relationships between soil moisture targets, yields, and irrigated depths,
the economic model takes other input data including prices and expected dryland yields. The
crop price is a 10-year average spanning 2007 to 2016 [41]. The cost of groundwater pumping
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is assumed fixed at $0.43 per ha-mm, derived from a pumping cost equation developed from
data and reports from Nebraska [42].
The fixed costs of irrigated and dryland production are taken from crop budgets developed
in Nebraska [42]. Finally, the expected dryland corn yield is calculated as the 10-year average
spanning 2007 to 2016 [43]. The values of the properties can be found in Table 1.
3.1.3 Data for the Stream Depletion Model
Aquifer properties were obtained from the Republican River Compact Administration mod-
els. The specific yield in the Upper Republican NRD varies between 17 and 22.5 percent; I
use 20 percent [31]. The transmissivity varies enormously in the Upper Republican NRD,
ranging from approximately 10 to 2,800 m2 per day (100 to 30,000 ft2 per day) [31]. I use
transmissivity values of 250 and 2,500 m2 per day to compare the effects of low and high
magnitudes of transmissivity. To compare the effect of the well distance from the stream, I
examine distances of 1,000 m (0.62 miles), 5,000 m (3.11 miles), and 10,000 m (6.21 miles).
The selected well distances are reasonable for the study area, as given by Palazzo [24], who
developed a histogram of the distance of each irrigation well in the Upper Republican NRD
to the nearest stream.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The results of the model as applied to a hypothetical well in the Upper Republican allow
me to compare the economic and hydrologic outcomes of the hard and soft caps. I compare
optimal intra- and inter-seasonal irrigation strategies and the resulting economic and hydro-
logic conditions under different allocation schemes. I examine to what degree economic, soil,
and hydrologic properties affect the results.
4.1 Crop-Water Decisions
The volumetric allocations examined span non-binding restrictions (high allocations) to ex-
treme restrictions (low allocations), varying in 5 mm increments. For illustrative purposes,
I have selected three allocations to display results: 450 ha-mm/ha, 325 ha-mm/ha, and
200 ha-mm/ha (see Table 2). An allocation of 325 ha-mm/ha approximates the current
annualized level in the Upper Republican NRD.
4.1.1 Effect of the Volumetric Allocation
For the same volumetric allocations, the soft cap results in significantly higher expected
annual groundwater pumping and higher variance of groundwater pumping (see Figure 3 and
Table 2). This is because the soft cap allows far greater flexibility to pump more groundwater
in dry years and less in wet years. Interestingly, the expected annual groundwater pumping
under the hard cap is substantially less than the allocation itself. At an allocation of 325 ha-
mm/ha, a producer pumps on average under the soft cap 323.5 ha-mm/ha and under the hard
cap 226.7 ha-mm/ha. In other words, at an allocation of 325 ha-mm/ha, a producer pumps
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99.5 percent of the allocation under the soft cap, but only 69.8 percent of the allocation
under the hard cap.
The soft cap further results in higher expected profits and lower variance of profits com-
pared to the hard cap (see Figure 2 and Table 2). Both are positive features of the soft
cap, as it provides the producer far more interannual stability. The hard cap’s high variance
of profits is driven by the limitation to exceed the single-year volumetric allocation; in dry
years, this results in significantly less yields, and therefore, profits. Soft caps, on the other
hand, allow the producer to adjust irrigation application to weather conditions, leading to
much less variance in corn yields and farm profits. For example, at an allocation of 325 ha-
mm/ha, a producer on average pumps 42.7 percent more groundwater and earns 9.4 percent
more in profits under the soft cap than the hard cap.
The results are consistent across allocation levels. The soft cap consistently approximates
the volumetric allocation whereas the hard cap leads to substantially less pumping than the
allocation (Figure 5). However, the degree to which the soft cap outperforms the hard cap
in economic outcomes diminishes as the allocation increases (see Figure 4). At an allocation
of 450 ha-mm/ha, the soft cap only generates 4.7 percent more in profits than the hard
cap. This result is intuitive: at high allocation levels, the ability for the hard cap to bind
groundwater pumping decreases, only prohibiting the highest levels of pumping in hot, dry
years. The flexibility of the soft cap is therefore less important at higher allocations. This
suggests that if a groundwater district is aiming to prevent only the worst pumping-induced
externalities from happening, it could set a high allocation under the hard cap. Such a cap
would achieve most of the flexibility of the soft cap while restraining groundwater users from
over-pumping in any single year.
Note that the profit-maximizing strategies of each allocation policy do not incorporate
risk aversion. Risk aversion deters users from strategies that incur losses in individual years,
even if the strategy is profit-maximizing in the long run. Incorporating risk aversion, on
the other hand, could lead to a user to choosing a strategy with lower expected profits but
also lower variance of profits. For example, a risk-averse producer under the hard cap could
choose a lower SMT strategy or a smaller irrigated area in order to reduce the frequency of
hitting the hard cap. The result would be that the producer would generate less yields, and
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therefore less profits.
Further, while corn was chosen for both its prevalence in the study area and its readiness
and calibration to be studied in AquaCrop, perennial crops are likely to amplify the results.
While the financial stress of a drought year on an annual crop is limited to a year, this
is not the case for perennial crops, such as fruit and nut trees. Perennial crops would be
at much greater economic risk under a hard cap scenario, in which crop stress in a single
year could affect yields in the future or, even worse, cause crop failure for a multi-year
investment. Although AquaCrop is currently not capable of modeling perennial crops, it
could be achieved through additional development of the model or by using alternate crop-
water models. Similarly, the economic model would need further development to reflect the
longer time horizon of crop growth and decision-making. Such a study would be a worthwhile
extension of this paper.
At low to moderate allocations, the distributions of groundwater pumping under the hard
cap are negatively skewed (see Figure 3). The water use each year is far more predictable
and stable than under the soft cap scenario. While the soft cap allows a producer flexibility
to respond to climatic variation, using much more in dry years and much less in wet years,
there are years in which a producer under the soft cap pumps more than double the intended
allocation; events such as these can correspond to acute groundwater depletion, stream
depletion, or other pumping-induced externality.
4.2 Stream Depletion
For the purposes of the stream depletion analysis, the volumetric allocation is held con-
stant at 325 ha-mm/ha. The effects of the well location and the aquifer transmissivity are
examined.
4.2.1 Effect of the Well Location
I examine the effects of groundwater pumping on stream depletion from three well distances:
1,000 m, 5,000 m, and 10,000 m. At closer distances, the soft cap results in larger instan-
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taneous stream depletion (see Figure 6). Across well distances, the soft cap also results
in larger cumulative stream depletion, which is driven by the fact that it generates larger
expected groundwater pumping than the hard cap (see Figure 7). Stream depletion under
the soft cap experiences a particularly large pulse in 2012, a severe drought year in the High
Plains. Under the hard cap, such acute stream depletion is mitigated by nature of the annual
pumping limit. Because drought conditions are correlated with naturally less streamflow,
this result could be particularly important to mitigate severe impacts on surface water users
or groundwater-dependent ecosystems. For conjunctive management purposes, this feature
of the hard cap may be desirable.
Across well distances, the hard cap results in smaller quantities and rather stable stream
depletion. Because pumping under the hard cap has a lower mean and variance than under
the soft cap, it therefore induces a steadier and more predictable stream depletion response.
Under the soft cap, the additional flexibility to users creates a wild card for a groundwater
manager, who may not be able to anticipate the level of stream depletion in any given year.
The variability of the soft cap dissipates at larger well distances, as pulses in groundwater
pumping are smoothed by the aquifer dynamics and lagged effects of stream depletion.
Further, while the pulses are still present, the magnitudes, and therefore the differences
between the caps, are much smaller. This suggests that the farther from the stream, the
less a hard cap can control or is needed to control acute stream depletion, though the hard
cap still generates less cumulative stream depletion by nature of the user pumping less
groundwater (Figure 7). However, the memory effects at larger distances mean that changes
in allocation schemes or levels, under hard or soft caps alike, will take longer to be realized
at the stream, an implication supported by other research findings [26], [44]. By contrast,
at small well distances, the stream is able to recover intraseasonally, between harvest and
planting the following year (Figure 6).
4.2.2 Effect of the Transmissivity
The aquifer transmissivity plays a significant role in how the caps compare. At high trans-
missivity values, the soft cap in drought years can lead to large pulses of stream depletion.
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However, at low transmissivity values, this result is less so: for example, low aquifer trans-
missivity slows the rate of groundwater movement in the aquifer and therefore limits the
effect high pumping rates have on stream depletion (see Figure 8). This suggests that for
aquifers with lower (higher) aquifer transmissivity, the magnitude of stream depletion will
be comparatively smaller (larger), and the differences between the caps will also be smaller
(larger). Recall that according to groundwater flow theory, as represented by the Glover-
Balmer solution, drawdown due to pumping travels radially outward from the well location
at a proportional rate to the ratio of aquifer transmissivity to the specific yield. Note that
the impact of transmissivity discussed assumes constant specific yield.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The research presented explicitly compares the performance of “hard caps” and “soft caps.”
To the best of my knowledge, it is the first to do so and illustrate the important tradeoffs
of real-world allocation schemes. Hard caps place an upper annual limit on the quantity
of water used, whereas soft caps allow flexibility to draw more water in some years and
less in others, achieving a multi-year average or limit. Hard caps are prevalent in the
western United States, where many water rights doctrines, such as prior appropriation,
subject extractions to annual limits. Examples of soft caps exist where interannual storage
is available, such as groundwater aquifers or surface water reservoirs. My thesis explores
hard and soft caps for groundwater pumping that induces stream depletion, a spatially and
heterogeneous externality.
I showed that the soft cap generates significantly more profits and more stability in profits
for a groundwater user. Under a soft cap, a producer’s expected groundwater use approxi-
mates the allocation, whereas it can be substantially less under a hard cap regime. By both
having a larger expected value and larger variance of groundwater use, the soft cap leads to
peaks in stream depletion that are not possible under a hard cap. The Upper Republican
NRD, the case study for my thesis, is a prime example: during the 2012 drought, producers
pumped approximately 1.5 times the annualized volumetric allocation, leading to increased
stream depletion. A region susceptible to severe or multi-year droughts will need to carefully
consider whether a soft cap is the right choice.
A soft cap provides much more flexibility to a user in a regulatory environment of mod-
erate groundwater restrictions. Its benefits are small for high allocations, or non-binding
allocations, as well as for extreme restrictions, or very binding allocations. Similarly, a hard
cap can limit acute pumping-induced externalities, but the effect is negligible at larger well
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distances or in aquifers with lower magnitudes of aquifer transmissivity.
The well distance to the stream may result in different choices for management. At larger
distances from the stream, the effects of the caps can be negligible though also lagged. At
closer well distances, the timing of the instream flow needs, or nature of the externality,
whether stock or flow, could make the effects of the caps more or less significant. Should
instream flows be needed during the growing season, it may be more desirable to institute
a hard cap. On the other hand, if flows are needed in the off season, it may not make much
difference.
The needs for instream flow can and should guide the decision-making with respect to
the allocation scheme. Typically, requirements for instream flow exceed a quantity standard
alone; they often have a timing component as well. Some cases may need instream flow
during the same period as demands for groundwater pumping, whereas others may need late
season or winter flows. Depending on such needs, it is conceivable to create an allocation
strategy that varies based on each well’s distance from the stream, such as instituting hard
caps for wells close to the stream and soft caps for those far from the stream.
While the hard cap provides less flexibility to the user, it also places an upper bound on
groundwater pumping and any resulting externalities. Soft caps leave open the possibility for
acute stream depletion and any resulting damage to dependent surface water users, who may
be municipalities, agricultural users, industrial users, or groundwater-dependent ecosystems.
The magnitude and timing of instream flow needs, as well as aquifer characteristics, well
properties, and weather variability, all play important roles in determining the optimal
groundwater allocation strategy. Not only is there no single solution, but a combined, or
nuanced, solution may be optimal.
Several extensions of this thesis come to mind. While I analyzed outcomes for a single well,
a multi-well study would be a natural extension and substantial contribution. Understanding
both the aggregate and distributional relationships of hard and soft caps’ effects across a
landscape would provide many more insights on intraseasonal groundwater use, the value
of irrigation, and potential stream depletion responses. Further, allowing the intraseasonal
irrigation strategy to vary via updating or foresight would derive more value to a user under
the hard cap scenario.
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As discussed in the results, one important extension would be to analyze the effects of
the caps for perennial crops. This is particularly relevant following California’s multi-year
drought, during which unsustainable groundwater pumping saved many perennial crops
from failure. Because I analyzed low net-revenue, annual crops, the comparisons in this
work should be lower-bound estimates of the caps for their economic importance and the
implications for acute depletion.
Note that carryover provisions, or the ability to credit any of the current year’s unused
allocation to the following year, exist for surface water and groundwater alike (see Imperial
Irrigation District, a surface water district, and the Mojave Water Agency, a groundwa-
ter district, both in California). Reservoirs have created interannual storage and therefore
interannual flexibility for some surface water users. Though carryover is less common for
surface water use, it does exist in a handful of locations. While carryover is not considered
in this thesis, as it would require making assumptions about risk aversion and expectations
about the future, it does provide more flexibility than a hard cap and less than a soft cap.
Adding behavioral aspects would enable a comparison of carryover provisions to hard and
soft caps. It would further allow analyzing soft caps of shorter time horizons, such as the
Upper Republican NRD’s five-year allocation.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1: Parameters for the Economic Model
The price of corn is calculated from a 10-year average spanning 2007-2016 [41]; the cost of
groundwater pumping is derived from data and reports developed for Nebraska [42]; the
expected dryland corn yields are calculated as the 10-year average spanning 2007-2016
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture [43]; and the fixed costs of irrigated and dryland
corn production are taken from Nebraska farm budgets [42].
Parameter Value
Price of corn ($/mt) 188
Cost of pumping ($/ha-mm) 0.43
Expected dryland yields, corn (mt/ha) 4.38
Fixed costs, irrigated corn ($/ha) 909
Fixed costs, dryland corn ($/ha) 469
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics: Profit-Maximizing Choices Under the Caps
Below are statistics on the profit-maximizing annual profits and volumetric pumping at
low, moderate, and high allocation levels under each cap.
Soft Cap Hard Cap
Allocation Variable (n = 35) Mean Variance Mean Variance
200 ha-mm/ha
Profits, $/yr 88,793 1.89e+08 78,404 1.02e+09
Pumping, ha-mm/yr 12,814 4.39e+07 11,004 7.46e+06
325 ha-mm/ha
Profits, $/yr 97,062 7.92e+07 88,715 3.57e+08
Pumping, ha-mm/yr 21,027 7.51e+07 14,736 2.36e+07
450 ha-mm/ha
Profits, $/yr 97,451 7.10e+07 93,107 3.21e+08
Pumping, ha-mm/yr 22,952 7.03e+07 17,537 4.53e+07
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Figure 1: Republican River Basin
The Republican River Basin is hydrologically connected to the High Plains Aquifer and
spans the states of Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska. The study area, the Upper
Republican Natural Resources District, sits on the borders of the three states in western
Nebraska. It is responsible for managing groundwater pumping of the High Plains Aquifer
that is hydrologically connected to the Republican River and its tributaries.
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Figure 2: Profit Distributions of the Caps at Selected Allocations
The profit distributions of the soft cap are characterized as having larger values and lower
variances than under the hard cap. Note that the outliers of the hard caps have been
removed to provide easier viewing of the results.
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Figure 3: Volumetric Pumping Distributions at Selected Allocations
The distributions of pumping under the soft cap are characterized as having higher
expected values and higher variances than under the hard cap.
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Figure 4: Expected Profits over All Volumetric Allocations
The soft cap outperforms the hard cap over nearly all allocation levels except for very low
and very high allocations, where they converge.
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Figure 5: Expected Pumping over All Volumetric Allocations
Expected pumping under the soft cap approximates the volumetric allocation up until the
allocation is no longer binding. The hard cap results in far less expected pumping than the
volumetric allocation and converges with the hard cap at the point that even in drought
years, the cap has no binding effect on pumping.
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Figure 6: Stream Depletion Response for an Allocation of 325 ha-mm/ha
The instantaneous differences of the hard and soft caps are most notable at well distances
close to the stream, but are marginal otherwise.
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Figure 7: Cumulative Stream Depletion for an Allocation of 325 ha-mm/ha
The soft cap induces more cumulative stream depletion than the hard cap at all well levels,
a result driven by the soft cap’s feature of having larger expected groundwater pumping.
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Figure 8: Stream Depletion Under Different Values of Transmissivity
Transmissivity plays an important role in the stream depletion response. For illustrative
purposes, the soft cap is displayed at a volumetric allocation of 325 ha-mm/ha with
transmissivity values of 250 m2/day and 2,500 m2/day.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER CODE
The following scripts, coded in MATLAB, were used to: simulate the relationships between
intraseasonal irrigation strategies and the seasonal yield and irrigation response; find the
profit-maximizing intraseasonal irrigation strategy under each cap and volumetric allocation;
and simulate the stream depletion response for given well and aquifer parameters.
A.1 Agronomic Model
A.1.1 AquaCrop-OS Code
A zipped file titled AquaCropOS.zip is included as a supplemental electronic file to my thesis,
which includes the AquaCrop-OS scripts developed by Foster [22]. The zipped file includes
the: input files, such as the initial parameters and daily weather data; modified scripts to
write the days of the crop growth stage, which are used for cyclic pumping in the stream
depletion model; and the scripts that simulate crop growth in AquaCrop. More information
can be found in the AquaCrop-OS user manual [14].
A.1.2 Batch Script to Run AquaCrop-OS
The batch script creates a matrix of SMT strategies as described in Section 2.1.1 and an
irrigated depth vector as described in Section 2.1.2. It runs AquaCrop for the soft cap over
every combination of SMT strategy and for the hard cap over every combination of the SMT
strategy and irrigated depth.
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1 %% Setup workspace %%
2 clear all;
3 close all;
4 clc
5
6 %% Define simulation parameters %%
7 % Soil moisture targets (%)
8 % Soil moisture target, SMT1 = SMT2, no need to permute
9 SMT = npermutek(0:5:80,2);
10 % Identify rows to remove
11 SMT 3 = SMT(:,2) > 50;
12 %SMT 4 = SMT(:,3) > 30;
13 %SMT all = SMT 12 | SMT 3 | SMT 4;
14 %SMT all = SMT 3 | SMT 4;
15 % Remove
16 SMT(SMT 3,:) = [];
17 % Add SMT1 column
18 SMT1 = SMT(:,1);
19 SMT4 = zeros(length(SMT1),1);
20 SMTT = [SMT1 SMT SMT4];
21 SMT = SMTT;
22 nSMT = size(SMT,1);
23
24 % Allocations (mm)
25 Alloc = 12.7:12.7:800.1;
26 %Alloc = 300;
27 nAlloc = length(Alloc);
28
29 % Number of years to be simulated
30 nYrs = 35;
31
32 %% Preallocate matrices for saving outputs %%
33
34 yield hard = zeros(nYrs, nSMT, nAlloc);
35 irr hard = zeros(nYrs, nSMT, nAlloc);
36
37
37 %% Add path %%
38 addpath(strcat(filesep,'home',filesep,'amir',filesep,'Richael',filesep,'...
Code',filesep));
39
40 %% Run simulations - Hard Cap %%
41 % Loop quotas
42 tic
43 for ii = 1:nAlloc
44 % Create blank matrices to store simulation outputs
45 Yield0 = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
46 Irrigation0 = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
47 % Loop soil moisture targets
48 for jj = 1:nSMT
49 SmtIn = SMT(jj,:);
50 AllocIn = Alloc(ii);
51 [Yield0(:,jj),Irrigation0(:,jj)] = AquaCropOS RY Batch(SmtIn,...
AllocIn);
52 end
53 % Store outputs
54 %tmp = strcat('Yield.HardCap.Quota',num2str(Quota(ii)),'=Yield0;'); ...
eval(tmp);
55 %tmp = strcat('Irrigation.HardCap.Quota',num2str(Quota(ii)),'=...
Irrigation0;'); eval(tmp);
56 yield hard(:,:,ii) = Yield0;
57 irr hard(:,:,ii) = Irrigation0;
58 end
59
60 %% Run simulations - Soft Cap %%
61 % Soft cap artificially imposed by setting very large quota that is ...
never
62 % exceeded - this avoids having to switch the harp cap off manually in ...
the
63 % IrrigationManagement.txt file
64
65 % Create blank matrices to store simulation outputs
66 Yield0 = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
38
67 Irrigation0 = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
68 %SMT = npermutek(0:10:100,4);
69 %nSMT = length(SMT);
70
71 % Loop soil moisture targets
72 for jj = 1:nSMT
73 SmtIn = SMT(jj,:);
74 AllocIn = 10000;
75 [Yield0(:,jj),Irrigation0(:,jj)] = AquaCropOS RY Batch(SmtIn,AllocIn...
);
76 end
77 % Store outputs
78 %tmp = strcat('Yield.SoftCap=Yield0;'); eval(tmp);
79 %tmp = strcat('Irrigation.SoftCap=Irrigation0;'); eval(tmp);
80 yield soft = Yield0;
81 irr soft = Irrigation0;
82
83 toc
84
85 % Save outputs to matrix files
86 % 20171024:
87 % SMT1 = SMT2 = 0:5:80. SMT3 = 0:5:50; SMT4 = 0.
88 % Soft cap only
89 % Initial water content = 80%
90 % 20171129:
91 % SMT same as above
92 % Alloc = 12.7:12.7:800.1
93 % Initial water content = 60%
94 % Also includes softcap
95 % Checks sensitivity of IWC
96 % 20171201
97 % SMT same as above
98 % Alloc = 12..7:12.7:800.1
99 % Initial water content = 80%
100 % Hard cap only
101
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102 save('20171129 yield60 hard.mat', 'yield hard')
103 save('20171129 irr60 hard.mat', 'irr hard')
104 save('20171129 yield60 soft.mat', 'yield soft')
105 save('20171129 irr60 soft.mat', 'irr soft')
106 %save('20171024 SMT.mat','SMT')
A.2 Economic Model
A.2.1 Interpolation and Optimization
The optimization script takes the raw outputs from the agronomic model and interpolates
the yield and irrigated depth responses at SMT increments of one percent. It then loops
over the volumetric allocation, running the hard cap and soft cap optimization functions, to
find the profit-maximizing decisions under each cap at the specified volumetric allocation.
I run the hard and soft caps with initial water contents of 80 and 60 percent to check the
parameter sensitivity.
1 %% Soft cap and hard cap, together %%
2 %Last edited 29 November 2017
3
4 %% Setup workspace %%
5 clear all
6 close all
7 clc
8
9 %% Load variables, outputs %%
10
11 % Normal parameters
12 % Yields and Irrigation, Hard Cap
13 yld hard = load('20171201 yield hard.mat');
14 yld hard = yld hard.yield hard;
15 irr hard = load('20171201 irr hard');
40
16 irr hard = irr hard.irr hard;
17 % Yields and Irrigation, Soft Cap
18 yld soft = load('20171024 yield soft.mat');
19 yld soft = yld soft.yield soft;
20 irr soft = load('20171024 irr soft');
21 irr soft = irr soft.irr soft;
22
23 % Initial water content = 60%
24 % Yields and Irrigation, Hard Cap
25 yld60 hard = load('20171129 yield60 hard.mat');
26 yld60 hard = yld60 hard.yield hard60;
27 irr60 hard = load('20171129 irr60 hard');
28 irr60 hard = irr60 hard.irr hard60;
29 % Yields and Irrigation, Soft Cap
30 yld60 soft = load('20171129 yield60 soft.mat');
31 yld60 soft = yld60 soft.yield soft60;
32 irr60 soft = load('20171129 irr60 soft');
33 irr60 soft = irr60 soft.irr soft60;
34
35 %% Soil Moisture Targets
36 SMTi = load('20171024 SMT.mat');
37 SMTi = SMTi.SMT;
38 SMTi = SMTi(:,2:3); % SMT1=SMT2, can remove SMT1 column.
39
40 % Interpolated SMT: SMT1=SMT2 (column 1) and SMT 4 = 0.
41 SMT = npermutek(0:1:80,2);
42 % Identify rows to remove
43 SMT3 = SMT(:,2) > 50;
44 % Remove
45 SMT(SMT3,:) = [];
46 nSMT = size(SMT,1);
47
48 % Historic years
49 nYrs = 35;
50
51 % Wells
41
52 nWells = 1;
53
54 % Allocation (mm/yr) and Volumetric Allocation (ha-mm/year)
55 % Allocations (mm)
56 Alloc = 12.7:12.7:800.1;
57 %Alloc = 300;
58 nAlloc = length(Alloc);
59 % Depths analyzed
60 %Allo = 25:25:550;
61 Allo = [200, 325, 450];
62 nAllo = length(Allo);
63 VolAlloc = 65*Allo; %multiplied by 65 hectares, a quarter-section
64
65 %% Interpolated yield and irrigated depth matrices
66 % Normal parameters
67 yldhard int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT,nAlloc);
68 irrhard int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT,nAlloc);
69 yldsoft int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
70 irrsoft int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
71 % IWC = 60%
72 yldhard60 int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT,nAlloc);
73 irrhard60 int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT,nAlloc);
74 yldsoft60 int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
75 irrsoft60 int = zeros(nYrs,nSMT);
76
77 %% Interpolate outputs (irrigated depths, yields) by year at finer SMT ...
strategies
78 % Normal parameters
79 % Hard cap
80 for ii = 1:nAlloc
81 for yy = 1:nYrs
82 % Hard cap, yield
83 yldhard fit = fit([SMTi(:,1),SMTi(:,2)], yld hard(yy,:,ii)', '...
linearinterp');
84 yldhard int(yy,:,ii) = feval(yldhard fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2));
85 % Hard cap, irrigated depth
42
86 irrhard fit = fit([SMTi(:,1), SMTi(:,2)], irr hard(yy,:,ii)', '...
linearinterp');
87 irrhard int(yy,:,ii) = feval(irrhard fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2));
88 end
89 end
90 % Soft cap
91 for yy = 1:nYrs
92 % Soft cap, yield
93 yldsoft fit = fit([SMTi(:,1), SMTi(:,2)], yld soft(yy,:)', '...
linearinterp');
94 yldsoft int(yy,:) = feval(yldsoft fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2));
95 % Soft cap, irrigated depth
96 irrsoft fit = fit([SMTi(:,1), SMTi(:,2)], irr soft(yy,:)', '...
linearinterp');
97 irrsoft int(yy,:) = feval(irrsoft fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2));
98 end
99
100 % Normal parameters
101 save('20171201 yldhard int.mat','yldhard int')
102 save('20171201 irrhard int.mat','irrhard int')
103 save('20171201 yldsoft int.mat','yldsoft int')
104 save('20171201 irrsoft int.mat','irrsoft int')
105
106 % IWC - 60%
107 % Hard cap
108 for ii = 1:nAlloc
109 for yy = 1:nYrs
110 % Hard cap, yield
111 yldhard60 fit = fit([SMTi(:,1),SMTi(:,2)], yld60 hard(yy,:,ii)',...
'linearinterp');
112 yldhard60 int(yy,:,ii) = feval(yldhard60 fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2)...
);
113 % Hard cap, irrigated depth
114 irrhard60 fit = fit([SMTi(:,1), SMTi(:,2)], irr60 hard(yy,:,ii)...
', 'linearinterp');
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115 irrhard60 int(yy,:,ii) = feval(irrhard60 fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2)...
);
116 end
117 end
118 % Soft cap
119 for yy = 1:nYrs
120 % Soft cap, yield
121 yldsoft60 fit = fit([SMTi(:,1), SMTi(:,2)], yld60 soft(yy,:)', '...
linearinterp');
122 yldsoft60 int(yy,:) = feval(yldsoft60 fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2));
123 % Soft cap, irrigated depth
124 irrsoft60 fit = fit([SMTi(:,1), SMTi(:,2)], irr60 soft(yy,:)', '...
linearinterp');
125 irrsoft60 int(yy,:) = feval(irrsoft60 fit, SMT(:,1), SMT(:,2));
126 end
127
128 % IWC = 60%
129 save('20171129 yldhard60 int.mat','yldhard60 int')
130 save('20171129 irrhard60 int.mat','irrhard60 int')
131 save('20171129 yldsoft60 int.mat','yldsoft60 int')
132 save('20171129 irrsoft60 int.mat','irrsoft60 int')
133
134 %% Load simulation data, preallocate %%
135 % Note - Before running economic optimization, AquaCrop outputs should ...
be
136 % processed to create individual MxN matrices for crop yield and ...
irrigation
137 % use, where M is the number of soil moisture target strategies and N is
138 % the number of historic years simulated.
139
140 % Interpolated data, normal parameters
141 % Hard cap
142 yldhard int = load('20171201 yldhard int.mat');
143 yldhard int = yldhard int.yldhard int;
144 irrhard int = load('20171201 irrhard int.mat');
145 irrhard int = irrhard int.irrhard int;
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146 % Soft cap
147 yldsoft int = load('20171201 yldsoft int.mat');
148 yldsoft int = yldsoft int.yldsoft int;
149 irrsoft int = load('20171201 irrsoft int.mat');
150 irrsoft int = irrsoft int.irrsoft int;
151
152 % Interpolated data, IWC = 60%
153 % Hard cap
154 yldhard60 int = load('20171129 yldhard60 int.mat');
155 yldhard60 int = yldhard60 int.yldhard60 int;
156 irrhard60 int = load('20171129 irrhard60 int.mat');
157 irrhard60 int = irrhard60 int.irrhard60 int;
158 % Soft cap
159 yldsoft60 int = load('20171129 yldsoft60 int.mat');
160 yldsoft60 int = yldsoft60 int.yldsoft60 int;
161 irrsoft60 int = load('20171129 irrsoft60 int.mat');
162 irrsoft60 int = irrsoft60 int.irrsoft60 int;
163
164 %% Hard cap: Find the profit-max strategies for each *volumetric* ...
allocation
165
166 % Normal parameters
167 yld = yldhard int;
168 irr = irrhard int;
169
170 %hardcap1 has normal prices/parameters
171 %hardcap2 has 5* prices
172 %hardcap3 has normal prices, IWC = 60%
173
174 % Run loop over allocation
175 for ii = 1:nAllo
176 % Call fecon hardcap. Data has embedded caps on irrigation depth; ...
need
177 % to find optimal irrigated area and depth to maximize expected ...
profits
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178 [hardcap1(ii).ExpProfit, hardcap1(ii).VarProfit, hardcap1(ii)...
.IrrArea, hardcap1(ii).ExpVolIrr, hardcap1(ii).VarVolIrr, ...
hardcap1(ii).PiDist, hardcap1(ii).IrrDist, hardcap1(ii).SMT, ...
hardcap1(ii).Ind]=fecon hardcap(yld,irr,SMT,VolAlloc(ii));
179 % Irrigation depth
180 hardcap1(ii).IrrDepth = hardcap1(ii).ExpVolIrr./hardcap1(ii).IrrArea...
;
181 end
182
183 % Run loop over allocation, IWC = 60
184 % IWC = 60%
185 yld60 = yldhard60 int;
186 irr60 = irrhard60 int;
187
188 for ii = 1:nAllo
189 % Call fecon hardcap. Data has embedded caps on irrigation depth; ...
need
190 % to find optimal irrigated area and depth to maximize expected ...
profits
191 [hardcap3(ii).ExpProfit, hardcap3(ii).VarProfit, hardcap3(ii)...
.IrrArea, hardcap3(ii).ExpVolIrr, hardcap3(ii).VarVolIrr, ...
hardcap3(ii).PiDist, hardcap3(ii).IrrDist, hardcap3(ii).SMT, ...
hardcap3(ii).Ind]=fecon hardcap(yld60,irr60,SMT,VolAlloc(ii));
192 % Irrigation depth
193 hardcap3(ii).IrrDepth = hardcap3(ii).ExpVolIrr./hardcap3(ii).IrrArea...
;
194 end
195
196 %% Soft cap: Find the profit-max strategies for each *volumetric* ...
allocation
197
198 % Normal parameters
199 yld = yldsoft int;
200 irr = irrsoft int;
201
202 % Run loop over allocation
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203 for ii = 1:nAllo
204 [softcap1(ii).ExpProfit, softcap1(ii).VarProfit, softcap1(ii)...
.IrrArea, softcap1(ii).ExpVolIrr, softcap1(ii).VarVolIrr, ...
softcap1(ii).PiDist, softcap1(ii).IrrDist, softcap1(ii).SMT, ...
softcap1(ii).Ind]=fecon softcap(yld,irr,SMT,VolAlloc(ii));
205 % Irrigation depth
206 softcap1(ii).IrrDepth = softcap1(ii).ExpVolIrr./softcap1(ii).IrrArea...
;
207 end
208
209 % Run loop over allocation, IWC = 60%
210 % Initial water content = 60%
211 yld60 = yldsoft60 int;
212 irr60 = irrsoft60 int;
213
214 for ii = 1:nAllo
215 [softcap3(ii).ExpProfit, softcap3(ii).VarProfit, softcap3(ii)...
.IrrArea, softcap3(ii).ExpVolIrr, softcap3(ii).VarVolIrr, ...
softcap3(ii).PiDist, softcap3(ii).IrrDist, softcap3(ii).SMT, ...
softcap3(ii).Ind]=fecon softcap(yld60,irr60,SMT,VolAlloc(ii));
216 % Irrigation depth
217 softcap3(ii).IrrDepth = softcap3(ii).ExpVolIrr./softcap3(ii).IrrArea...
;
218 end
219
220 %% Save results
221 save('softcap1.mat','softcap1')
222 save('hardcap1.mat','hardcap1')
223 save('softcap3.mat','softcap3')
224 save('hardcap3.mat','hardcap3')
A.2.2 Hard Cap Optimization Function
The hard cap optimization function finds the profit-maximizing decisions with respect to
irrigated area, soil moisture target strategy, and maximum irrigated depth.
47
1 function [final ExpProfit, final VarProfit, final IrrArea, ...
final ExpVolIrr, final VarVolIrr, final PiDist, final IrrDist, ...
final SMT, final Index]=fecon hardcap(Yld Irr, Irr, SMT, VolAlloc)
2 %Function for the hard cap, fixed SMT (no foresight)
3 %20 October 2017
4
5 %% Define economic optimization parameters %%
6 % Crop price, irrigated ($/tonne) - corn
7 Pc = 188;
8 % Irrigated fixed cost ($/ha)
9 Cfi = 909;
10 % Water cost ($/ha-mm)
11 Cw = 0.43;
12 % Crop price, dryland ($/tonne) - corn
13 Pd = 188;
14 % Dryland fixed cost ($/ha)
15 Cfd = 469;
16 % Dryland yields (tonne/ha)
17 % tonne/ha
18 Yld Dry = 4.38;
19
20 %% Define solution space %%
21 % Historic years
22 nYrs = size(Yld Irr,1);
23 % Soil moisture targets (%)
24 nSMT = size(Yld Irr,2);
25 % Irrigated depths
26 nAlloc = size(Yld Irr,3);
27 % Irrigated area (ha)
28 IrrArea = 0:1:65;
29 nArea = length(IrrArea);
30 AreaMat = repmat(IrrArea', [1, nSMT, nYrs, nAlloc]);
31 %Format to be in the same dimension size for profit calculations
32 AreaMat = permute(AreaMat, [3 2 4 1]);
33
34 %% Get profits for all irrigation decisions in each year %%
48
35
36 TotYld = repmat(Yld Irr,[1,1,1,nArea]).*AreaMat;
37 VolIrr = repmat(Irr,[1,1,1,nArea]).*AreaMat;
38 Profit = (Pc.*TotYld)-(Cfi.*AreaMat)-(Cw.*VolIrr)+((AreaMat-65).*(Pd*...
Yld Dry-Cfd));
39 % Format so that rows vary area, columns vary SMT, and depth varies ...
years
40 VolIrr = permute(VolIrr, [4 2 3 1]);
41 Profit = permute(Profit, [4 2 3 1]);
42
43 %% Take expectations %%
44 % Expected and variance of irrigation use (ha-mm)
45 ExpVolIrr = mean(VolIrr,4);
46 MaxVolIrr = max(VolIrr,[],4);
47 VarVolIrr = var(VolIrr,0,4);
48 % Expected and variance of profit ($)
49 ExpProfit = mean(Profit,4);
50 VarProfit = var(Profit,0,4);
51
52 %% Find profit-maximizing strategy %%
53
54 % Set temporary variable
55 tmp Epi = ExpProfit;
56
57 % Identify cells where the Expected Volume of Irrigation > Allocation
58 tmp = MaxVolIrr > VolAlloc;
59 %tmp = double(tmp);
60
61 % Use the logical to turn profits where irrigation exceeds the ...
allocation
62 % to zero
63 tmp Epi(tmp) = 0;
64
65 % Find global maximum for this allocation
66 [Max, Ind] = max(tmp Epi(:));
67 [Row,Col,Dep] = ind2sub(size(tmp Epi),Ind);
49
68
69 % Max and variance of expected profit ($)
70 final ExpProfit = Max;
71 final VarProfit = VarProfit(Ind);
72 % Profit-max irrigated area
73 final IrrArea = IrrArea(Row);
74 % Profit-max soil moisture target strategy
75 final SMT = SMT(Col,:);
76 % Profit-max volumetric irrigation use
77 final ExpVolIrr = ExpVolIrr(Ind);
78 final VarVolIrr = VarVolIrr(Ind);
79 % Distributions
80 final PiDist = Profit(Row,Col,Dep,:);
81 final PiDist = permute(final PiDist,[4 1 2 3]);
82 final IrrDist = VolIrr(Row,Col,Dep,:);
83 final IrrDist = permute(final IrrDist,[4 1 2 3]);
84
85 final Index = [Col, Dep]; % Col refers to SMT strategy, Dep to ...
irrigation depth
A.2.3 Soft Cap Optimization Function
The soft cap optimization function finds the profit-maximizing decisions with respect to
irrigated area and soil moisture target strategy.
1 function [final ExpProfit, final VarProfit, final IrrArea, ...
final ExpVolIrr, final VarVolIrr, final PiDist, final IrrDist, ...
final SMT, final Index]=fecon softcap(Yld Irr, Irr, SMT, VolAlloc)
2 %Function for the soft cap
3 %20 October 2017
4
5 %% Define economic optimization parameters %%
6 % Crop price, irrigated ($/tonne) - corn
7 Pc = 188;
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8 % Irrigated fixed cost ($/ha)
9 Cfi = 909;
10 % Water cost ($/ha-mm)
11 Cw = 0.43;
12 % Crop price, dryland ($/tonne) - corn
13 Pd = 188;
14 % Dryland fixed cost ($/ha)
15 Cfd = 469;
16 % Dryland yields (tonne/ha)
17 % tonne/ha
18 Yld Dry = 4.38;
19
20 % Volumetric allocation (ha-mm); 65 ha is the max (160 acres, a
21 % quarter-section)
22
23 %% Define solution space %%
24 % Soil moisture targets (%)
25 nSMT = size(SMT,1);
26 % Historic years
27 nYrs = size(Yld Irr,1);
28
29 % Irrigated area (ha)
30 IrrArea = 0:1:65;
31 nArea = length(IrrArea);
32 AreaMat = repmat(IrrArea', [1, nSMT, nYrs]);
33 %Format to be in the same dimension size for profit calculations
34 AreaMat = permute(AreaMat, [3 2 1]);
35
36 %% Get profits for all irrigation decisions in each year %%
37
38 TotYld = repmat(Yld Irr,[1,1,nArea]).*AreaMat;
39 VolIrr = repmat(Irr,[1,1,nArea]).*AreaMat;
40 Profit = (Pc.*TotYld)-(Cfi.*AreaMat)-(Cw.*VolIrr)+((AreaMat-65).*(Pd*...
Yld Dry-Cfd));
41 % Format so that rows vary area, columns vary SMT, and depth varies ...
years
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42 VolIrr = permute(VolIrr, [2 3 1]);
43 Profit = permute(Profit, [2 3 1]);
44
45 %% Take expectations, variances %%
46 % Expected irrigation use (ha-mm)
47 % This is also the implicit volumetric allocation
48 ExpVolIrr = mean(VolIrr,3);
49 VarVolIrr = var(VolIrr,0,3);
50 % Expected profit ($), Variance of profits
51 ExpProfit = mean(Profit,3);
52 VarProfit = var(Profit,0,3);
53
54 %% Find profit-maximizing irrigated area strategy for each SMT %%
55
56 % Set temporary variable
57 tmp Epi = ExpProfit;
58
59 % Identify cells where the Expected Volume of Irrigation > Allocation
60 tmp = ExpVolIrr > VolAlloc;
61
62 % Use the logical to turn profits where irrigation exceeds the ...
allocation
63 % to zero
64 tmp Epi(tmp) = 0;
65
66 % Find global maximum for this allocation
67 [Max, Ind] = max(tmp Epi(:));
68 [Row,Col] = ind2sub(size(tmp Epi),Ind);
69 % Max and variance of expected profit ($)
70 final ExpProfit = Max;
71 final VarProfit = VarProfit(Ind);
72 % Profit-max irrigated area
73 final IrrArea = IrrArea(Col);
74 % Profit-max soil moisture target strategy
75 final SMT = SMT(Row,:);
76 % Profit-max volumetric irrigation use
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77 final ExpVolIrr = ExpVolIrr(Ind);
78 final VarVolIrr = VarVolIrr(Ind);
79 % Distributions
80 final PiDist = Profit(Row,Col,:);
81 final PiDist = permute(final PiDist, [3 1 2]);
82 final IrrDist = VolIrr(Row,Col,:);
83 final IrrDist = permute(final IrrDist, [3 1 2]);
84 % SMT strategy
85 final Index = Row; % Row refers to SMT strategy
A.3 Stream Depletion Model
A.3.1 Generate Daily Cyclic Pumping Matrix
The code generates a daily matrix over the 35-year period of record where on any day,
D, the corresponding column D represents how long ago pumping started and column D-1
represents how long ago pumping ended for each daily pumping value.
1 %% Create matrix that corresponds with number of days since daily ...
pumping
2 % values
3 nD = 35*365;
4 p = zeros(nD);
5
6 for i = 1:nD
7 tmp = nD;
8 % tmp * vector of ones of size 1xtmp
9 v = i*ones(1,tmp-i+1);
10 d = diag(v, i - 1);
11 p = p + d;
12 tmp = tmp - 1;
13 end
14
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15 % Pumping matrix, where on Day D, column D represents how long ago ...
pumping
16 % started and column D-1 represents how long ago pumping ended for each
17 % daily pumping value
18 save('pumpingdays.mat','p')
19 %Q 1yr = softcap(8).DIV(1:365); % test on one
A.3.2 Cyclic Pumping Function
The cyclic pumping function is the Glover-Balmer model of groundwater-induced stream
depletion.
1 function sdf = cyclicSDF(dt, r, S, T)
2
3 % Stream depletion factor at time i for daily pumping where:
4 % r = distance from stream
5 % S = storativity of aquifer
6 % T = transmissivity of aquifer
7 % dt = days since pumping started at which sdf is calculated
8
9 sdf = erfc(sqrt(rˆ2*S./(4*T.*dt)));
10 end
A.3.3 Stream Depletion Response
The script loads the dates of crop growth stage changes, sets the aquifer parameters for
analysis, finds the daily weighted pumping values for each cap in each year at each allocation
examined, and calculates the daily stream depletion.
1 % Stream depletion analysis
2 % Last edited 01 December 2017
3
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4 % Load crop growth stage dates
5 %fileloc = strcat('Users',filesep,'Richael',filesep,'Desktop',filesep,'...
MS Thesis',filesep);
6 fileloc = strcat('Users',filesep,'Richael',filesep,'Desktop',filesep,'...
MS Thesis',filesep);
7 filename = 'Output GrowthStageTiming.txt';
8 fid = fopen(strcat(fileloc,filename));
9 Data = textscan(fid,'%d %d %d %d %d','Delimiter','\t','Headerlines',1);
10 years = Data{1,1};
11 dates = [Data{1,2}, Data{1,4}, Data{1,5}]; % Do not bother with start ...
day of stage 2 bc we are combining stages 1&2
12 fclose(fid);
13
14 % Time
15 nYrs = length(years);
16 nDays = nYrs*365;
17 nStages = size(dates,2);
18 day count = zeros(nYrs,nStages);
19
20 for ii = 1:length(years)
21 yr = years(ii) - 1;
22 for ss = 1:nStages
23 day count(ii,ss) = dates(ii,ss) + yr*365;
24 end
25 end
26
27 %% Allocations to look over
28 Allo ID = [ 1, 2, 3];
29 %Allo ID = 1:5;
30 nAllo ID = length(Allo ID);
31
32 %% Load irrigation, crop growth days, and SMT matrices
33 % weight irrigation by SMT and days in each period
34
35 for ii = 1:nAllo ID
36 tmp ID = Allo ID(ii);
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37 % Softcap
38 smt = softcap1(tmp ID).SMT;
39 irrvol = softcap1(tmp ID).IrrDist;
40 wt comb = smt.*days;
41 wt comb = wt comb./sum(wt comb,2);
42 softcap1(tmp ID).SIV = irrvol*wt comb; %seasonal irrigated volume ...
pumped in year ii
43 end
44
45 for ii = 1:nAllo ID
46 tmp ID = Allo ID(ii);
47 % Hardcap
48 smt = hardcap1(tmp ID).SMT;
49 irrvol = hardcap1(tmp ID).IrrDist;
50 wt comb = smt.*days;
51 wt comb = wt comb./sum(wt comb,2);
52 hardcap1(tmp ID).SIV = irrvol*wt comb; %seasonal irrigated volume ...
pumped in year ii
53 end
54
55 %% Load seasonal irrigated volume pumped and convert to daily values
56
57 [row, col] = size(day count);
58 ind = row*col;
59 SIV off = zeros(nYrs,1);
60 DIV soft = zeros(nDays,1);
61 DIV hard = zeros(nDays,1);
62 day count = permute(day count, [2 1]);
63 day count = reshape(day count,[ind,1]);
64
65 for ii = 1:nAllo ID
66 tmp ID = Allo ID(ii);
67 SIV soft = softcap1(tmp ID).SIV;
68 SIV soft = [SIV soft, SIV off];
69 SIV soft = permute(SIV soft, [2 1]);
70 SIV soft = reshape(SIV soft,[ind,1]);
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71 SIV hard = hardcap1(tmp ID).SIV;
72 SIV hard = [SIV hard, SIV off];
73 SIV hard = permute(SIV hard, [2 1]);
74 SIV hard = reshape(SIV hard,[ind,1]);
75 for jj = 1:ind-1
76 start = day count(jj);
77 finish = day count(jj+1)-1;
78 DIV soft(start:finish,:) = SIV soft(jj)/(finish-start);
79 DIV hard(start:finish,:) = SIV hard(jj)/(finish-start);
80 end
81 softcap1(tmp ID).DIV = DIV soft;
82 hardcap1(tmp ID).DIV = DIV hard;
83 end
84
85 %% Calculate D(t) at each daily time step between Day 1-nYrs*365
86 Dep soft = zeros(nDays);
87 Dep hard = zeros(nDays);
88 I = triu(ones(nDays,nDays));
89
90 %% Load matrix that corresponds with number of days since daily pumping
91
92 p = load('pumpingdays.mat'); % Matrix made from pumpingdays.m
93 tmp day = p.p;
94
95 % Pumping matrix, where on Day D, column D represents how long ago ...
pumping
96 % started and column D-1 represents how long ago pumping ended for each
97 % daily pumping value
98
99 %% Aquifer properties
100 % distance from stream (m)
101 A(1).r = 1000;
102 A(2).r = 5000;
103 A(3).r = 10000;
104 A(4).r = 1000;
105 A(5).r = 5000;
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106 A(6).r = 10000;
107 % specific yield of unconfined aquifer: URNRD ranges 0.175 - 0.225
108 A(1).S = 0.2;
109 A(2).S = 0.2;
110 A(3).S = 0.2;
111 A(4).S = 0.2;
112 A(5).S = 0.2;
113 A(6).S = 0.2;
114 % aquifer transmissivity in mˆ2/day; URNRD ranges 100 - 30,000 ftˆ2/day
115 A(1).T = 2500; % high transmissivity, in mˆ2/day
116 A(2).T = 2500;
117 A(3).T = 2500;
118 A(4).T = 250; % low transmissivity, in mˆ2/day
119 A(5).T = 250;
120 A(6).T = 250;
121
122 %% Calculate daily pumping stream depletion factors
123
124 for rr = 1:6
125 % Preallocate
126 daily sdf = zeros(nDays);
127 % Load/update aquifer properties
128 r = A(rr).r;
129 S = A(rr).S;
130 T = A(rr).T;
131 for tt = 2:nDays
132 % Column vector of when pumping started
133 vstart = tmp day(:,tt);
134 % Column vector of when pumping ended
135 vend = tmp day(:,tt-1);
136 daily sdf(:,tt) = cyclicSDF(vstart,r,S,T) - cyclicSDF(vend,r,S,T...
);
137 end
138 A(rr).sdf = daily sdf;
139 end
140
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141 %% Compute stream depletion for hard cap, soft cap at given allocations
142
143 rr = 6;
144
145 for ii = 1:nAllo ID
146 tmp ID = Allo ID(ii);
147 DIV soft = softcap1(tmp ID).DIV;
148 DIV hard = hardcap1(tmp ID).DIV;
149 % Create repeating matrix of pumping values
150 tmp soft = repmat(DIV soft,[1,nDays]);
151 tmp soft = tmp soft.*I;
152 tmp hard = repmat(DIV hard,[1,nDays]);
153 tmp hard = tmp hard.*I;
154 % Depletion matrices = pumping * daily sdf
155 Dep soft = tmp soft.*A(rr).sdf;
156 Dep hard = tmp hard.*A(rr).sdf;
157 % Assign to cap(allocation)
158 softcap1(tmp ID).DepA6 = sum(Dep soft);
159 hardcap1(tmp ID).DepA6 = sum(Dep hard);
160 end
161
162 %% Save results
163 save('softcap1 SD.mat','softcap1')
164 save('hardcap1 SD.mat','hardcap1')
165 %save('softcap3 SD.mat','softcap3')
166 %save('hardcap3 SD.mat','hardcap3')
167
168 %% Figures: Effect of Distance from Stream
169
170 %Cf = 1e+10 * 8.10714e-13 * 0.504166;
171 % conversion factor from ha-mm/day to cfs
172 % 1 ha = 1e+10 mmˆ2
173 % 1 mmˆ3 = 8.10714e-13 AF
174 % 1 AF/day = 0.504166 cfs
175
176 %Cf = 24*3600;
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177 %conversion factor from ha-mm/day to ha-mm/...
sec
178 Cf = 1;
179 set(0,'DefaultAxesLineStyleOrder','-|--|-.')
180 set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[0 0 0; 0 0 1]) %black
181 set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',16)
182
183 % Show effect of distance from stream for each allocation
184 for k = 1:nAllo ID
185 j = Allo ID(k);
186 ymax = 250;
187 formspec1 = 'stream dep%d';
188 fnam1 = sprintf(formspec1,k);
189 h1 = figure('PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition', [.5 .5 12 8], '...
Visible', 'off');
190 subplot(3,1,1);
191 x = 1:nDays;
192 yh1 = Cf*hardcap1(j).DepA1;
193 ys1 = Cf*softcap1(j).DepA1;
194 p1 = plot(x,yh1,'-', x, ys1,':');
195 set(p1, 'LineWidth',2)
196 xlim([0 nDays])
197 ylim([0 ymax])
198 %hold off
199 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 1,000 m')
200
201 subplot(3,1,2);
202 yh2 = hardcap1(j).DepA2;
203 ys2 = softcap1(j).DepA2;
204 p2 = plot(x,yh2,'-', x, ys2,':');
205 %l2 = legend('Hard cap','Soft cap','Location', 'Northeast');
206 set(p2, 'LineWidth',2)
207 xlim([0 nDays])
208 ylim([0 ymax])
209 %set(l2, 'FontSize',16)
210 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 5,000 m')
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211 ylabel('\fontsize{24} Streamflow depletion, ha-mm/day')
212
213 subplot(3,1,3);
214 yh3 = hardcap1(j).DepA3;
215 ys3 = softcap1(j).DepA3;
216 p3 = plot(x,yh3,'-', x, ys3,':');
217 %l3 = legend('Hard cap','Soft cap','Location', 'Northeast');
218 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 10,000 m')
219 xlabel('\fontsize{24} Day')
220 l1 = legend('Hard cap','Soft cap','Location', 'Northeast');
221 set(l1, 'FontSize',16)
222 set(p3, 'LineWidth',2)
223 xlim([0 nDays])
224 ylim([0 ymax])
225 %set(l3, 'FontSize',16)
226 print(h1,fnam1,'-depsc')
227 end
228
229 %% Cumulative stream depletion
230
231 set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',14)
232
233 for k = 1:nAllo ID
234 j = Allo ID(k);
235 ymax = 775000;
236 formspec1 = 'cumstream dep%d';
237 fnam1 = sprintf(formspec1,k);
238 h1 = figure('PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition', [.5 .5 12 8], '...
Visible', 'off');
239 subplot(3,1,1);
240 x = 1:nDays;
241 yh1 = cumsum(Cf*hardcap1(j).DepA1);
242 ys1 = cumsum(Cf*softcap1(j).DepA1);
243 p1 = plot(x,yh1,'-', x, ys1,':');
244 set(p1, 'LineWidth',2)
245 xlim([0 nDays])
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246 ylim([0 ymax])
247 %hold off
248 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 1,000 m')
249
250 subplot(3,1,2);
251 yh2 = cumsum(hardcap1(j).DepA2);
252 ys2 = cumsum(softcap1(j).DepA2);
253 p2 = plot(x,yh2,'-', x, ys2,':');
254 %l2 = legend('Hard cap','Soft cap','Location', 'Northeast');
255 set(p2, 'LineWidth',2)
256 xlim([0 nDays])
257 ylim([0 ymax])
258 %set(l2, 'FontSize',16)
259 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 5,000 m')
260 ylabel('\fontsize{20} Cumulative streamflow depletion, ha-mm/day')
261
262 subplot(3,1,3);
263 yh3 = cumsum(hardcap1(j).DepA3);
264 ys3 = cumsum(softcap1(j).DepA3);
265 p3 = plot(x,yh3,'-', x, ys3,':');
266 %l3 = legend('Hard cap','Soft cap','Location', 'Northeast');
267 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 10,000 m')
268 xlabel('\fontsize{24} Day')
269 l1 = legend('Hard cap','Soft cap','Location', 'Northeast');
270 set(l1, 'FontSize',16)
271 set(p3, 'LineWidth',2)
272 xlim([0 nDays])
273 ylim([0 ymax])
274 %set(l3, 'FontSize',16)
275 print(h1,fnam1,'-depsc')
276 end
277
278 %% IWC sensitivity
279
280 for k = 2
281 j = k;
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282 %ymax = 250;
283 formspec1 = 'cumsd 12 %d';
284 fnam1 = sprintf(formspec1,k);
285 h1 = figure('PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition', [.5 .5 12 8], '...
Visible', 'off');
286 yh1 = cumsum(hardcap1(j).DIV);
287 ys1 = cumsum(softcap1(j).DIV);
288 yh3 = cumsum(hardcap3(j).DIV);
289 ys3 = cumsum(softcap3(j).DIV);
290 ymax = max(ys3(:))+1000;
291 subplot(2,1,1)
292 p1 = plot(x,yh1,'-k',x,yh3,'-b'); %x,yh2,'-r',
293 set(p1,'LineWidth',2)
294 l1 = legend('IWC80: Hard cap','IWC60: Hard cap','Location', '...
southeast');
295 set(l1, 'FontSize',16)
296 xlim([0 nDays])
297 ylim([0 ymax])
298 ylabel('\fontsize{24} Cumulative groundwater pumping, ha-mm ...
','VerticalAlignment','...
bottom')
299 title({'\fontsize{24} Initial Water Content Sensitivity',['\fontsize...
{14} Cumulative Groundwater Pumping']})
300 subplot(2,1,2)
301 p2 = plot(x,ys1,'-k',x,ys3,'-b'); %x,ys2,':r',
302 set(p2,'LineWidth',2)
303 l2 = legend('IWC80: Soft cap','IWC60: Soft cap','Location', '...
southeast');
304 set(l1, 'FontSize',16)
305 xlim([0 nDays])
306 ylim([0 ymax])
307 xlabel('\fontsize{24} Day')
308 print(h1,fnam1,'-depsc')
309 end
310
311 %% Figure: Effect of Hydraulic Diffusivity
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312 % Show effect of distance from stream for each allocation
313
314 for k = 1:nAllo ID
315 j = Allo ID(k);
316 ymax = 250;
317 formspec1 = 'sd hyd diff%d';
318 fnam1 = sprintf(formspec1,k);
319 h1 = figure('PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition', [.5 .5 12 8], '...
Visible', 'off');
320 subplot(3,1,1);
321 x = 1:nDays;
322 yh1 = Cf*hardcap1(j).DepA1;
323 ys1 = Cf*softcap1(j).DepA1;
324 yh4 = Cf*hardcap1(j).DepA4;
325 ys4 = Cf*softcap1(j).DepA4;
326 p1 = plot(x,yh1,'-',x,ys1,':',x,yh4,'--',x,ys4,'-.');
327 xlim([0 nDays])
328 ylim([0 ymax])
329 set(p1, 'LineWidth',2)
330 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 1,000 m')
331
332 subplot(3,1,2);
333 yh2 = hardcap1(j).DepA2;
334 ys2 = softcap1(j).DepA2;
335 yh5 = hardcap1(j).DepA5;
336 ys5 = softcap1(j).DepA5;
337 p2 = plot(x,yh2,'-', x, ys2,':',x,yh5,'--',x,ys5,'-.');
338 xlim([0 nDays])
339 ylim([0 ymax])
340 set(p2, 'LineWidth',2)
341 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 5,000 m')
342 ylabel('\fontsize{24} Streamflow depletion, ha-mm/day')
343
344 subplot(3,1,3);
345 yh3 = hardcap1(j).DepA3;
346 ys3 = softcap1(j).DepA3;
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347 yh6 = hardcap1(j).DepA6;
348 ys6 = softcap1(j).DepA6;
349 p3 = plot(x,yh3,'-', x, ys3,':',x,yh6,'--',x,ys6,'-.');
350 title('\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 10,000 m')
351 xlabel('\fontsize{24} Day')
352 set(p3, 'LineWidth',2)
353 l1 = legend('Hard cap, high H.D.','Soft cap, high H.D.','Hard cap, ...
low H.D.','Soft cap, low H.D.','Location', 'southeast');
354 xlim([0 nDays])
355 ylim([0 ymax])
356 set(p1, 'LineWidth',2)
357 set(l1, 'FontSize',16)
358 print(h1,fnam1,'-depsc')
359 end
360
361 %% Hyrdaulic diff - soft cap only
362 for k = 2
363 j = Allo ID(k);
364 ymax = 250;
365 formspec1 = 'sc hd 325 %d';
366 fnam1 = sprintf(formspec1,k);
367 h1 = figure('PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition', [.5 .5 12 8], '...
Visible', 'off');
368 x = 1:nDays;
369 yh1 = hardcap1(j).DepA1;
370 ys1 = softcap1(j).DepA1;
371 yh4 = hardcap1(j).DepA4;
372 ys4 = softcap1(j).DepA4;
373 %p1 = plot(x,yh1,'-',x,ys1,':',x,yh4,'--',x,ys4,'-.');
374 p1 = plot(x,ys1,'-',x,ys4,':');
375 xlim([0 nDays])
376 ylim([0 ymax])
377 set(p1, 'LineWidth',2)
378 title({'\fontsize{24} Distance from stream = 1,000 m',['\fontsize...
{14} ']})
379 xlabel('\fontsize{24} Day')
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380 ylabel('\fontsize{24} Streamflow depletion, ha-mm/day')
381 l1 = legend('Soft cap, high T {a}','Soft cap, low T {a}','Location',...
'northwest');
382 set(l1, 'FontSize',16)
383 print(h1,fnam1,'-depsc')
384 end
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